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Abstract: This document proposes an optimized technique to automate time table generation system. Time table generation 

system involves various challenging constraints of resources including faculties, rooms, time slots etc. The proposed 

technique filters out the best of active rules and Genetic algorithm to generate the optimized solution. Genetic Algorithm. In 

genetic algorithm every individual are characterized by a fitness function. After analysis if there is higher fitness then it 

means better solution and then after based on their fitness, parents are selected to reproduce offspring for a new generation 

where fitter individuals have more chance to reproduce. The objective of the work is to create a model used to generate the 

acceptable schedule using probabilistic operators. 
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I. INTRODUCTION : GENETIC ALGORITHM 

Genetic algorithms (GAs) are a subclass of evolutionary algorithms introduced by John Holland at The University of 

Michigan based on Darwin’s theory of natural selection where the elements of the search space G are binary strings (G = B*) or 

arrays of other Elementary types. GA is a stochastic global search method that simulates the metaphor of natural biological 

evolution. GA operates on a population of potential solutions applying the principle of survival of the fittest to produce 

(hopefully) better approximations to a solution. At each generation, a new set of approximations is created by the process of 

selecting individuals according to their level of fitness in the problem domain and breeding them together using operators 

(crossover and mutation) borrowed from natural genetics. This process leads to the evolution of population of individuals that 

are better suited to their environment than the individuals that they were created from, just as in natural adaptation. GA is used 

to perform global exploration among a population while heuristic methods are used to perform local exploitation around the 

chromosomes. The behaviors of GA are characterized by the balance between exploitation and exploration in the search space.  

The balance is strongly affected by the strategy parameters such as population size, maximum generation, crossover 

probability and mutation probability. In an iteration or generation in genetic algorithm, the selection, crossover and the mutation 

only operator operates on the population to produce new population that constitute the new generation. 

An outline of the algorithm is given below: 

1 Start: Randomly generate a population of N chromosomes.  

2 Fitness: Calculate the fitness of all chromosomes.  

3 Create a new population:  

» Selection: According to the selection method implemented, select 2 chromosomes from the population.  

» Crossover: Perform crossover on the 2 chromosomes selected.  

» Mutation: Perform mutation on the chromosomes obtained.  

4 Replace: Replace the current population with the new population.  

http://www.ijarcsms.com/
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5 Test: Test whether the termination condition is satisfied. If so, stop. If not, return the best solution in current population 

and go to Step 2.  

Planning timetable is one of the most complex and error prone application. There are still serious problems like generation 

of high cost time table are occurring while scheduling and these problems are repeating frequently. [6] Therefore there is a great 

requirement for an application distributing the course evenly and without collisions. The aim is here to develop a simple, easily 

understandable, efficient and portable application which could automatically generate good quality time table with in a second. 

[10] The outline of this paper is as follows: Active rules are described for the knowledge of intelligent agents (i.e. Constraints), 

GAs are described and their use in optimizing rule based agent is proposed, methods are apply to the problem of optimizing 

some results of this application are presented and finally, some conclusion and possible direction for future research are 

presented. 

II. STRUCTURE OF THE AUTOMATED TIME TABLE GENERATOR  

The structure of time table generator consist Input Date Module, relation between the input data module, time interval, time 

slots module, applying active rules and GA module then extract the reports. 

a) Input Data [9] 

The input data module is described by a type of data from the database. The data contains: 

1) Person: Data describe the name of lecturers.  

2) Subject: Data describe the name of the courses in the class.  

3) Room: Data describe the name of the classes and capacity of each it.  

4) Time Interval: It is a time slot with a starting time and duration.  

b) Constraints 

Constraints can be divided in to three parts: 

1 Validity violation constraints: [10] There are the constraints which are needed to be incorporated necessarily otherwise 

there is no guarantee of valid time tables generated. They are included as a part of initial generation of population, as 

they cannot be violated.  

» Lab lectures are constrained to appear together. If scheduled lab lectures are odd in number, then last three lectures 

appear together.  

» There are certain lectures that may or may not appear at the same time in more than one class.  

» The most trivial violation constraint is that a teacher must not clash in two different tables of a Time table.  

2 Hard constraints: [7] Hard constraints are the ones which need to be fulfilled necessarily.  

» Classrooms must not be double booked. 
 

» Every class must be scheduled exactly once. 
 

» Classes of students must not have two bookings simultaneously. 
 

» A classroom must be large enough to hold each class booked to it. 
 

» Lecturers must not be double booked. 
 

» A lecturer must not be booked when he/she is unavailable. 
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3 Soft constraints: [9] these are constraints that are not that obvious but still demanding. They not to be really satisfied 

but the solutions are   generally considered good if   large numbers of them are taken care. 

» No consecutive lectures of the same teacher in a class.  

» No consecutive lectures of the same teacher in a class  

» Preference to first lecture.  

» Courses must be evenly distributed  

» Same teacher must not have consecutive periods unless specified.  

Figure (1) The Structure of the e-learning timetable Generator [9] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Structure of e- Learning 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 2: ER Diagram for time table generation system 
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III. GENETIC ALGORITHM [4]  

Genetic algorithms are methods of solving problems based upon an abstraction of the process of Natural  Selection. They 

attempt to mimic nature by evolving solutions to problems rather than designing them. Genetic algorithms work by analogy 

with Natural Selection as follows. First, a population pool of chromosomes is maintained. The chromosomes are strings of 

symbols or numbers. There is good precedence for this since humans are defined in DNA using a four-symbol alphabet. The 

chromosomes are also called the genotype (the coding of the solution), as opposed to the phenotype (the solution itself). In the 

Genetic algorithm, a pool of chromosomes is maintained, which are strings. These chromosomes must be evaluated for fitness. 

Poor solutions are purged and small changes are made to existing solutions and then allow "natural selection" to take its course, 

evolving the gene pool so that steadily better solutions are discovered. 

The basic outline of a Genetic Algorithm is as follows: [8] 

Initialize pool randomly For each generation 

{ 

Select good solutions to breed new population Create new solutions from parents Evaluate new solutions for fitness 

Replace old population with new ones 

} 

IV. MEMETIC ALGORITHM 

After the development, analyzes the efficiency of a range query over the data that is encrypted by EOB where the proposed 

OB is used. The main focus was to analyze the searching efficiency in terms of the false positive rate. To do this, the probability 

distribution of the rate of the width of a bucket to the size of the plaintext space was first analyzed to show that the width of a 

bucket is not skewed to be extremely large or small. This even-bucket-width property gives the proposed scheme a good 

querying performance on average. In the proposed OB, the p _ 1 points are randomly uniformly sampled in the plaintext space 

[0,|M|-1].The width of the ith bucket was determined by the selected points of (i-1)
th 

order and i
th
 order because the width is the 

difference of these two points. Therefore, to analyze the width of a bucket, it is important to analyze the probability distribution 

of the position of the selected points. 

MEMETIC ALGORITHM 

 
Figure 3: MEME 

 

Genetic algorithm is a general purpose optimization tool based on Darwin’s theory of evolution. It has the capability of 

producing optimized solutions even when the dimensions of the problem increase and for this reason it has been successfully 

applied to a wide variety of problems. 

Genetic algorithm operates on a population of solutions represented by some coding. Each member of the population 

consists of a number of genes, each of which is a unit of information. New solutions are obtained by combining genes from 

different population members (crossover) to produce offspring or by altering existing members of the population (mutation). A 

simulation of ‘natural selection’ then takes place by first evaluating the quality of each solution and then selecting the fittest 

ones to survive to the next generation Memetic algorithm (MA) is motivated by Dawkins’s notion of a meme as a unit of 
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information that reproduces itself as people exchange ideas [2]. A key difference exists between genes and memes. Before a 

meme is passed on, it is typically adapted by the person who transmits it as that person thinks, understands and processes the 

meme, whereas genes get passed on whole. Moscato and Norman linked this thinking to local refinement, and therefore 

promoted the term mimetic algorithm to describe genetic algorithms that use local search heavily [3]. Radcliffe and Surry gave 

a formal description of mimetic algorithms [4], which provided a homogeneous formal framework for considering mimetic and 

GA. According to Radcliffe and Surry, if a local optimizer is added to a GA and applied to every child before it is inserted into 

the population, then a mimetic algorithm can be thought of simply as a special kind of genetic search over the subspace of local 

optima. Recombination and mutation will usually produce solutions that are outside this space of local optima, but a local 

optimizer can then repair such solutions to produce final children that lie within this subspace. 

 
Figure 4: Outline View 

 

An outline of mimetic algorithm is given below: 

1 Start: Randomly generate a population of N chromosomes.  

2 Fitness: Calculate the fitness of all chromosomes.  

» Create a new population:  

» Selection: According to the selection method, select 2 chromosomes from the population.  

» Local search: search for the best chromosomes  

» Crossover:  Perform  crossover  on  the  2 algorithm is better suited to handling the NP hard chromosomes selected. 

» Local search: search for the best chromosomes  

» Mutation: Perform mutation on the chromosomes obtained with small probability. 

 

3 Replace: Replace the current population with the new population.  

4 Test: Test whether the termination condition is satisfied. If so, stop. If not, return the best solution in current population 

and go to Step 2. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The two algorithms (genetic and mimetic) converge to the optimal results with 100% accuracy when the population size is 

about 2.5 times the number of items available in the knapsack. When the population size is greater than 2.5 times the number of 

items, the accuracy of the optimal results obtained becomes stable at the global optimum but this requires more iterations since 

the size of the search space will increase for both algorithms. 
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Also, a major difference between the algorithms is that the time it takes to complete iteration in mimetic algorithm is much 

more than the time it takes genetic algorithm to complete the same iteration. This is because of the local search algorithm that is 

embedded in mimetic algorithm 

However, it is safe to state that mimetic algorithm is more efficient and better than genetic algorithm since it is guaranteed 

to converge to an optimal result within a reasonable amount of iterations regardless of the initial population size.  

Two Evolutionary Algorithm techniques, that is, Genetic Algorithm and Mimetic Algorithm have been applied to solve 

knapsack problem. Their performances were measured against metrics such as the optimal value of the objective functions, 

convergence rate, and accuracy. Results of the experiments show that Roulette wheel selection outperforms the Ranking and 

Scaling selection by for GA and MA respectively by 4.1% in terms of the accuracy of the optimal result. The results also show 

that memetic algorithm is more efficient than the genetic algorithm in terms of accuracyand the optimal value of objective 

function. Consequently, memetic problems. 
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